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LUNE VALLEY 
COMMUNITY 
BEEKEEPERS 

NEWSLETTER AUGUST 2018 
Club News 

National Meadow day – Sunday, 7th July 2018 
National Meadow day in our area was 
celebrated at Bell Sykes Farm in the 
Ribble Valley. Erica Sarney and Huston 
and Janet Clements manned a stand 
which had information about the Club, our 
pollinator patches and an observation 
hive. It was a scorchingly hot day and the 
event attracted quite a number of 
visitors, although clashing with the 
football resulted in less numbers than last 

year. Nevertheless, everyone was kept busy answering 
questions. We are grateful to Forest of Bowland AONB for their generous donation to 
Club funds. 

Working Party 
Many thanks to everyone who turned up on Friday, 
13th, despite the rain, to help set up the marquee 
and other equipment for our Open Day. Without 
your support these events would not be possible. A 
special thanks to Glenis and Charlotte who, over 
the winter months, took on the unenviable task of 
thoroughly cleaning the toilet block, painting the 

ceiling, walls and floor, and generally keeping it looking clean and tidy ever since. 
 
Speaking events 

Fred was invited to speak at the Royal 
Horticultural Society’s Tatton Park 
Flower Show on Thursday, 19th July. 
The venue was the new Bee Hive 
Theatre within the grounds of Tatton 
Park, which seats 200 people. His topic 
“Alternative Approaches to 
Beekeeping” drew a full house. 
 

On 26th July he spoke to a gathering in Burton in Kendal Memorial Hall where his topics 
were “Does the honey bee have a future?” and “The changing face of beekeeping”. This 
generated much interest in creating pollinator patches within the village. 
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Open Day 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The sun shone for our Open Day and we had a steady 
stream of visitors all day. The meadow walks, observation 
hive and Lune Valley Long Hive attracted a lot of attention.  
We raised £419. 
 
Many thanks to all the members who helped make the day a 
success by manning stalls, acting as marshals, baking cakes 
or simply turning up to support us. 
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Appeal 

When we built the platform for the bee hives at the Club 
apiary we used 4” of crushed stone topped by 3” of well-
rolled fine gravel. However, in order to prevent weeds from 
becoming embedded and breaking up the surface, a real risk 
at the moment, and to ensure that we have all-weather 
wheelchair access, we need to complete the task by paving 
the area with 130 paving slabs. 
 
To fund this, we have launched an appeal for people and 
organisations to sponsor a paving slab at a cost of £20 per 
slab. All sponsors’ names will be recorded on a plaque to be 
erected at the entrance to the apiary. 

Could you help us by sponsoring a slab? 
 

APPEAL PROGRESS 
                
 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 

 
Pollinator patch advice 
 
One of our Club’s objectives is to provide advice on beekeeping and 
improving the environment for pollinators. One person to seek our 
advice was Mr Andy Killiner from Lancaster. He was so delighted with 
the outcome that he sent us this photograph of his pollinator patch, 
together with a generous donation. 
 

UK Pollinator Monitoring Scheme 

Monday, 9th July was the start of Bees’ needs week. 

Most flowering plants on the earth need help with pollination to produce 
seeds and fruit and reproduce. For this they need pollinators and since 
we rely on many plants for our food, medicine and other resources, we need pollinators 
too. Many pollinators in the UK are in decline and nobody really knows why. This is 
mainly because there have not been long-term, standardised studies of their 
populations. 

The Pollinator Monitoring and Research Partnership has set up two new surveys to form 
a UK Pollinator Monitoring Scheme (PoMS): the FIT Count, Flower-Insect 
Timed Count, and the 1km square survey. It is the FIT Count that you are invited to take 
part in. 

The Flower-Insect Timed Count is a count of all the insects that visit a patch of target 
flowers during ten minutes. You find your patch, take a picture and then watch it for ten 
minutes to count the number of insects visiting the flowers. This could be a great way of 
getting to know the insects visiting your wildflower patch, as well as contributing to a 
long-term national dataset. For more information visit: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Fm1KKiUC8Q 
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Trustee News 
Erica Sarney, a founder Trustee and the Club’s Forage Development Officer has resigned 
from both positions. We would like to record our appreciation for her invaluable 
contribution towards developing the wildflower meadow at the apiary, the apiary site in 
general and her tireless work in promoting pollinator patches. 

Forage 
Last month was unusually hot and dry resulting in much of 
the usual forage being burnt dry and consequently not of 
much use to the bees. Whether or not the forage will recover 
before the autumn is anybody’s guess. With this in mind you 
are advised to check the levels of stores in your colonies and 
if low, feed them now. 

Choice of Hive 
Once you have decided to become a beekeeper, the most 
important decisions you will have to make are what type of 
hive to keep them in and what size of frame to keep them on.  

Why? In the case of hives, it is extremely helpful to have inter-changeable bits that can 
be swapped between hives when necessary. Having to carry 
spare parts to fit two or more different hive types takes up 
far more storage space and costs a lot more as well. 

Bees will live quite happily in any dry space of not less than 
1.5 cubic feet which has an entrance sufficiently small for 
them to defend. Whether this is a vertical space or a 
horizontal space does not seem to bother them at all. So, 
the choice between a vertical hive or a horizontal hive 

depends entirely on the 
beekeeper’s preference. 

New beekeepers who have received conventional 
training will have been guided towards acquiring vertical 
hives, probably Nationals or possibly WBCs, whereas 
those receiving their basic training from alternative or 
natural beekeepers will have been guided towards some 
type of long hive or possibly a Warré. We strongly 

advise beginners not to rush into buying a hive. Instead, join a Club which operates 
both types of hive, gain some experience of working with both types and then make a 
decision.  

Frames essentially come in two types, standard frames which come in various sizes, are 
commercially manufactured and freely 
interchangeable between hives of the same or 
similar type and fit into commercial honey 
extractors, or non-standard which can be literally of 
any size and have to be handmade. This picture 
shows a standard 14x12 frame inset into a 
handmade frame for a deep long hive. The type of 
frame you choose will, to a large extent, be dictated 
by the type of hive you choose.  
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Wasps 

This is the time of year when many beekeepers begin 
to think about wasps! Despite the fact that in the early 
part of the year they are very much the gardener’s 
friend, predating on a range of pests such as aphids 
and caterpillars, they also feed on nectar, fruit and a 
sugary extract exuded by their own grubs as they are 
tended within the nest. 

In late summer and early autumn, the social structure 
within the wasps’ nest changes significantly. The queen wasp, having completed her 
purpose of producing the next generation of males and queens, dies. Without larvae 
there is no sugary extract on which to feed and no social structure. The adult wasps that 
are left begin starving to death and desperately seek out any source of carbohydrates 
from rotting fruit, sweet human food and honey. 

Many beekeepers use traps, such as bottle traps, in an attempt to prevent wasps from 
robbing hives. These are usually placed close to their apiary. However, this brings a risk! 

Like honey bees, wasps use scout wasps to seek out good sources of forage. Having 
found it, they return to the nest and tell all their starving friends. So, more wasps come.  

However, recent research has shown that a small but significant number of wasps 
escape from bottle traps, return to their nest and encourage more wasps back to the 
apiary. If no scout wasps return, then the wasps back in the nest seem to conclude that 
there is no forage in that area. 

There are many types of wasp trap on the market but, as far as I am aware, the only 
one that has proven to be effective in trapping nearly 100% of scout wasps is 
WaspBane. More information about WaspBane, including comparison videos and charts, 
can be found on www.waspbane.com/ 

Based on an article by Adrian Rhodes, Manchester BKA 

Feral bees 
When I first took up beekeeping in 2000, the 
hottest topic around was varroa and what to do 
about it. Mesh floors, IPM (integrated pest 
management) and an ever-increasing range of 
chemicals, some licensed for use in this country 
and some not, were discussed at length. Many 
predictions were made about the future of 
beekeeping in the UK but one that stuck in my 
mind was that all wild and feral colonies would be 
wiped out and that only honey bees in managed 
colonies would survive! 

Well, I am delighted to say that in our area this 
has proved to be far from the truth. The known 
number of feral colonies within the Lune Valley is 
measurably increasing year on year against a 
backdrop of fewer and fewer of the managed 
colonies being treated for varroa. 
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Do you need a Scaffolder? 
Last month we were contacted by an 
anxious householder who had a long-
established colony of honey bees living 
in her roof. She desperately needed to 
carry out some major renovation work 
and asked if we could remove the bees. 
Although she had a contractor lined up 
to do the work, they refused to start 
until the bees had been removed. Could 
we help? 

I went out to have a look at what was 
involved and identified the first 
challenge. The roof was so high that working off ladders was not a safe option. The 
obvious answer was to build a scaffolding platform around the corner of the house. Now 
there are quite a few scaffolding businesses in the area and I contacted 11 of them, all 
of which refused to quote because of the proximity of flying bees, even though we 
offered to loan them bee suits! 

At our apiary working party on 18th June I mentioned this to those present and Tsiry 
Wilkinson recommended that I spoke to Shaun Brogan, of Safe Scaffolding, based in 
Morecambe. They quickly returned my call, inspected the site the next day, provided a 
quotation which the householder found very reasonable and two days later the 
scaffolding was up. So, if ever you need a local scaffolding firm, who are not afraid of 
bees – well not too afraid – we thoroughly recommend them. 
Safe Scaffolding Services, Tel: 01524 423604,  www.safescaffoldingservices.co.uk 

With Erica’s help I set to work on Saturday morning, removing roofs tiles and cutting 
away battons, to reveal a very large bees’ nest. After three hours we had a nuc full of 
bees and a bucket of honey comb. On Sunday I went back only to find more bees. After 
removing more roof tiles, I ended up collecting another large quantity of bees and a little 
more honey comb. Coming back on Monday evening, expecting the space to be clear of 
bees, I was confronted with a cluster of bees the size of a small swarm! These were duly 
removed. On Tuesday evening I found still more bees! However, on Wednesday evening 
inspecting the now quite sizeable hole in the house roof, I was relieved to find it 
completely empty of bees. This was probably the largest colony I have ever seen, which 
is now happily housed in my Zamok hive. 

Asian hornet update 

The National Bee Unit (NBU) has added a 
new BeeBase feature to help understand UK 
Asian hornet surveillance. 
 
In April 2018 a single Asian hornet queen 
was photographed by a member of the public 
in Bury, Lancashire, on a cauliflower which 
was traced back to a farm in Boston, 
Lincolnshire. The NBU has continued to 
monitor for the hornet’s presence in both 
counties but to date, has found no Vespa 

velutina at either of these sites. 
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Many Beekeepers are monitoring for Asian hornets and BeeBase apiary records have 
been improved so beekeepers can record when traps are located in their apiaries. Please 
update your records to help them understand where traps have been placed across the 
UK in the ‘my apiary’ tab. Guidance on how to use the new recording feature, as well as 
additional information about how to log into your BeeBase account can be found in 
Beekeeper Pages FAQ. 
 

GDPR Statement 
You may have heard a lot in the news recently about GDPR (General Data Protection 
Regulation). Here is our policy statement. 
 
The only information we collect and store about you is: 
• Your name 
• Your address 
• A contact telephone number provided by you 
• An email address provided by you 
• Whether or not you subscribe to our public liability insurance scheme. 
 
This information is maintained on one computer and, with one exception, only shared 
with the Trustees. The exception is that the details of those subscribing to the public 
liability insurance scheme, and presumably active beekeepers, may be shared with 
BeeBase, a data base of beekeepers maintained by The National Bee Unit (NBU) for the 
purposes of managing and controlling bee pests and diseases and the dissemination of 
information to beekeepers. Your agreement to this is sought on your membership 
application form or annual membership renewal form and may be revoked at any time 
by letter or email to the Chair of Trustees. 
 
 

Honey Wanted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have had requests to buy local honey from the following people. If you have honey 
to sell could you please contact them directly. 
• Philippa Hughes,  philippa_hughes@btinternet.com, Kirkby Lonsdale area 
• Grace Hepwood,   GHEPWOOD@AOL.COM, Halton area 
• Amanda Blewitt,  amandablewitt@gmail.com 
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Club Meeting Programme 2018 – 2019 

Sun  Preparing for winter                       Club Apiary, 10-00am to 2-00pm 
16th Sept There will be a short talk on preparing colonies for winter followed by  
  practical inspections of the colonies at the apiary. 
   
29nd Sept Scything course        Club Apiary, 10-00am to 4-30pm 
  Tutor: Steve Tomlin																																																
	 	 Steve is recognised as the leading scythe teacher in the UK and the  
  author of the 'Learn to Scythe' book. The course will explain the parts of a 
  scythe, how to set it up to suit you and how to maintain your scythe, 
  followed by practical experience of scything. The course will cater for  
  beginners and improvers. See the notice for more information. 

Wed  Speaker meeting                                     Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
10th Oct Topic: Keeping bees in long hives                    Speaker: John Vendy 
  John took up beekeeping in 2009 and since then has become a regarded 
  expert in natural beekeeping. He was a speaker at the "National Natural 
  Beekeeping unConference" in 2013, the "Northern Natural Beekeeper's 
  Gathering" in 2014, 2015 and 2016 and has occasionally worked  
  alongside Phil Chandler (The Barefoot Beekeeper) during his training  
  courses at Brinscall Hall. 
 
Wed   Speaker meeting                                     Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
14th Nov Topic: Gardening for Bees                            Speaker: Dr Julia Piggot

  This is a joint club and open meeting 
  In addition to being our Seasonal Bee Inspector, Julia runs the Brigsteer 
  Bee Reserve, a private wildlife reserve in the Lyth Valley, Cumbria. The 
  17.5 acre reserve is made up of limestone pasture, meadow and woods.
  The woodland is planted with trees used by bees for nectar, honeydew and 
  resin for propolis and the grassland is managed to favour a flower rich  
  flora and to provide nest sites for bumblebees and solitary bees.  
2019 
Wed  Social Evening                                          Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
9th Jan Wine and cheese evening We shall also be showing More than Honey, a 
  documentary film made in 2013 by the Swiss filmmaker Marcus Imhoof, 
  which looks into the fascinating world of bees, and showing small family 
  beekeepers and industrialised honey farms. More than Honey is a film on 
  the relationship between mankind and honey bees, about nature and  
  about our future.   
 
Wed  Speaker meeting                                      Scarthwaite Hotel, 7-30pm 
13th Feb Topic: conserving bees, breeding our own local stocks and  
  discouraging imports.                                                  Speaker: TBC 
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Trustees’ Meeting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Trustees will be meeting shortly to discuss the Club’s programme for next year. If 
you have any ideas or suggestions for what you would like included, please let me know. 

Honey bees that form hot defensive balls shorten their 
lifespan during the process. 

When honey bee hives are under attack, the insects will form 'hot defensive bee balls' 
which can reach temperatures in excess of 46°C (115°F). Experts have been aware of 
the desperate defensive measure, which they can sustain for more than 30 minutes at a 
time, since 1995. However, new research has shown that the defensive measure from 
the bees, which is enough to kill hornets, also reduces their lifespan significantly. 

Scientists have also found bees which have been 
involved in previous skirmishes are more likely 
to return when another attack occurs, despite 
the increased risk to their lives. These honey 
bees will return to kill invading hornets despite 
the fact the technique they use to assault them 
shortens their lifespan. The finding was made by 
entomologists at Tamagawa University near 
Tokyo, who were interested in how the 'hot 
defensive ball' manoeuvre affected honey bees. They marked 350 Japanese honey bee 
workers with colours to record their age in days, according to reports in New Scientist. 
The worker bees – aged between 15 and 20 days old and which typically live for several 
weeks – were then divided into two groups. The group that formed the hot balls were all 
dead within 10 days. The control group, which was kept in the hive at a constant 
temperature of 32°C (90°F), lived for 16. 

Writing in the paper, its authors said: 'Our experiments revealed that bee ball 
participants died significantly earlier than nonparticipants of identical age. 'These 
findings strongly suggest that the high temperature created inside of the bee ball had a 
physiological effect on participating workers and resulted in reduced life expectancy.' 
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Have you seen this insect? 
 

ASIAN HORNET 
This is an invasive, non-native hornet originally from Asia. Suspected sightings should be 
reported immediately. A highly aggressive predator of native insects, it poses a 
significant threat to honey bees and other pollinators. Accidentally introduced into France 
in 2004, it has spread rapidly. The first UK sighting was confirmed in Gloucestershire in 
2016 and a second confirmed sighting in North Devon in 2017. Early this year another 
confirmed sighting was made in Bury, Lancashire. 

 
What does it look like? 
It is larger than a wasp or a honey bee but smaller than our 
native hornet. A key feature is its almost entirely dark 
abdomen, except for the fourth segment which is yellow, and 
bright yellow tips to its legs (these are dark in the native 
hornet). 

Asian hornets are most often seen outside honey bee colonies 
killing bees as they attempt to defend their hive. 

If you can catch one, place it in a deep freezer to kill and 
preserve it. 

Do not disturb an active nest. This hornet stings readily and the effects can 
be serious! 

 
Please report any sightings immediately (sending a photograph if possible) to: 
alertnonnative@ceh.ac.uk or Graham Royle, graham.royle@apha.gsi.gov.uk, 07500 
891423 or  
Fred Ayres, fred@lunevalleybeekeepers.co.uk, 01524 811978. 
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The majority of beers contains pesticides. 

Most beer contains traces of glyphosate 
and pesticides, a new test by consumer 
magazine 60 Millions de Consommateurs 
has suggested. 

The magazine tested 45 different beers, 39 
blondes and six whites, and found that 34 
of them contained traces of pesticides, 
including the controversial herbicide 
glyphosate. In total, 248 residue traces 
were discovered across the 45 specimen 
beers, including three pesticides 
(boscalide, phthalimide and folpet) and 
glyphosate. Only 11 of the tested beers did 

not show any pesticide residue. Of the 22 blonde beers to reveal traces of glyphosate, the 
average found was 1.93 micrograms (mcg) per litre. 

Brand-wise, Affligem Blonde contained 9.32mcg/l of glyphosate, while the Hoegaarden beer 
revealed traces of three pesticides in total. More positively, beers from brewery giants Heineken, 
Carlsberg and 33 Export did not show any traces. 

The maximum amount of glyphosate legally permitted to be present in water is just 0.1mcg/l, 
but beer is generally not consumed in the same quantities. In fact, the magazine calculated that 
consumers would need to drink 2,000 litres of Affligem beer per day for pesticide levels to build 
up to dangerous quantities. But while the magazine admitted that the beers are “far from 
constituting dangerous exposure [to the chemicals]”, they said that the results of the study 
instead show “the omnipresence of pesticides in our environment”. 

The issue becomes more apparent when considered in context with other environmental risks, it 
added. 

Many other products in our daily lives are thought to contain pesticide and other chemical traces, 
which all add up. Indeed, last year, environmental association Générations Futures analysed 30 
consumer products in general circulation and found that 16 of them contained traces of 
pesticides, including cereals and grains, lentils, pasta, and chickpeas. 

Glyphosate in particular has been under intense scrutiny in recent years, with President 
Emmanuel Macron calling for its use to be banned. Yet, the debate rumbles on, as many French 
MPs dispute the need for an outright ban, overturning Mr Macron’s calls in a recent vote. 

Pesticide traces have long been controversial, with strong links often drawn between their 
presence in our environment and endocrine issues and other significant health problems. 
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Neonics: From Bees to Birds 

Health impacts of neonicotinoids may go 
well beyond bees, according to a new 
University of Guelph study. Turns out that 
wild turkeys can end up with neonics in 
their livers, providing evidence that this 
common agrochemical is being ingested 
by free-ranging animals. 
 
The researchers from the Ontario 
Veterinary College are among the first to 
study the broader effects of neonics on 
wildlife. Published in Environmental 
Science and Pollution Research, the study 
showed that nearly 10 of the 40 wild turkey carcasses tested had detectable levels of 
neonicotinoids in their livers. Two types of the insecticide were found in some birds. 
 
The researchers also found corn and soybean seeds coated with the insecticide in the digestive 
system of some birds. "Wild turkeys supplement their diet with seeds from farm fields," said 
pathobiology professor Claire Jardine. She conducted the study with former pathobiology 
professor Nicole Nemeth, who is now at the University of Georgia, pathobiology PhD Amanda 
MacDonald, and Philippe Thomas, a wildlife toxicologist with Environment and Climate Change 
Canada. "There has been growing concern among natural resource managers, conservationists 
and hunters about whether the use of neonics may be linked to poor reproductive output of wild 
turkeys." 
 
While researchers have focused on health risks of neonicotinoids to bees, studying exposure 
levels in larger wildlife species is critical in understanding wider impacts on migratory behaviour, 
reproduction and mortality, said Jardine. "Our results serve as baseline data for southern Ontario 
wild turkeys and provide context for reference values in future analyses." 
 
MacDonald began the study after officials with the Ontario Federation of Hunters and Anglers 
called for research into the potential threat posed by neonics to wild turkeys. "A number of 
member hunters throughout southern Ontario had seen wild turkeys in the fields eating these 
seeds," said MacDonald. "In certain areas, they noticed a lack of young birds and wanted to know 
if neonicotinoids had anything to do with it." 
 
The study proves wild turkeys consumed neonic-treated seeds, but long-term health effects on 
the birds remain unknown, added MacDonald. Previous studies have found that neonic-coated 
seeds cause health risks in partridges, pigeons and quail. Small amounts of the insecticide have 
been shown to affect body mass, reproductive efforts and perhaps mortality in migratory white-
crowned sparrows. "We need to continue to assess levels of neonics in a variety of wildlife, 
especially those that may feed off the ground or consume plants and insects and therefore might 
be more likely to come into contact with them," said Nemeth. 
 

 

Fred Ayres, Editor & Chairman, August 2018 
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Lune Valley Community Beekeepers 

Charity No: 1167725 

 

Paving Slab Appeal 
Sponsorship Form 

I/we wish to sponsor  …… paving slabs at a cost of £20 per paving 
slab. 
 
The name(s) I/we wish to have entered on the commemorative plaque 
(one name per paving slab) are: 
 
1)………………………………………………………………….. 
 
2) ………………………………………………………………… 
 
3)…………………………………………………………………….. 
 
4) …………………………………………………………………. 
 
Signed: 
 
 

Date: 

Gift Aid declaration (for tax payers only)– past, present & future donations 
  
Please treat my sponsorship as a Gift Aid donation. I confirm I have paid or will pay an amount 
of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax for the current tax year (6 April to 5 April) that is at 
least equal to the amount of tax that all the charities and Community Amateur Sports Clubs 
(CASCs) that I donate to will reclaim on my gifts for the current tax year. I understand that 
other taxes such as VAT and Council Tax do not qualify. I understand the charity will reclaim 
25p of tax on every £1 that I have given.  
 
Lune Valley Community Beekeepers – HMRC Charities Reference XT22947  

Signed: 
 
 
Address: 
 
 
 
Post code: 
 

Date: 
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The Lune Valley Long Hive 

An innovative but simple long hive  
 

 

Only £295 
Only obtainable from Lune 
Valley Community Beekeepers 
 

Essential features: 
• Designed by bee-centric beekeepers for bee-centric 

beekeepers 
• Comfortably houses one colony of bees without the 

needs for additional supers or brood boxes  
• Can be used with 14 x 12 frames (recommended), 

standard brood frames or top bars 
• Has a removable floor tray which can act as a biological 

sump or a debris board for varroa counts 
• Has 2” thick wooden walls which provide five times 

more insulation than a standard hive  
• Roof space is ventilated and has space for a jumbo 

feeder 
• Has a metal roof  
• Is manufactured locally, especially for LVCB 
• Is constructed from pine wood to reduce the cost but 

will need an external preservative 
• Despite its high specification, it is economically priced 

whilst offering exceptional value for money. 
 

 

 Support our Club by 
buying a 

LVCB MUG 
Only £6.50 
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Open Meetings 
and Courses 
2018-2019 

 

 

It would be very helpful if members could print off the 
following notices and put them on local notice boards. 
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Lune Valley Community Beekeepers 

LEARN TO SCYTHE 

 

Scything course by Steve Tomlin 
All equipment provided 

The Apiary, Nazareth House, Ashton Road, Lancaster LA1 5AQ 
 

Saturday 29th September  
BOOKING ESSENTIAL AS PLACES ARE LIMITED TO EIGHT 

For further information: 

visit www.lunevalleybeekeepers.co.uk 

or email: fred@lunevalleybeekeepers.co.uk 
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GARDENING  
FOR BEES 

An illustrated talk by 

Dr Julia Piggot 
explaining what you should plant and  

how to manage it 
 

Wednesday, 14th November at 7-30pm 
 

Scarthwaite Country House Hotel  
Crook O'Lune, Lancaster LA2 9HR 

 
 

Cost £7 including refreshments 
 

For further details or to book a place visit 
www.lunevalleybeekeepers.co.uk 
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ALTERNATIVE BEEKEEPING 
FOR BEGINNERS 

Sunday, 10th March 2019 
9-30am to 4-00pm 

 

Scarthwaite Country House Hotel  
Crook O'Lune, Lancaster LA2 9HR 

 
If you have ever thought of owning a colony of honey bees but 
have been deterred by not knowing exactly what is involved, 
or how much time it might take, then this course is for you! 
This inter-active workshop focuses on responsible, low 
intervention, bee-centric approaches to beekeeping and will 
cover all you need to know to start keeping bees.  

Cost £40 including notes, refreshments & lunch 
 

For further details or to book a place visit 

Charity No: 1167725 

 


